Future-proofing
your leaders
This year marks the 50th anniversary
of Alvin Toffler’s Future Shock. Toffler
defined change as “the process by
which the future invades our lives.”
Last summer, Korn Ferry published
research in which two-thirds of global
investors said today’s leadership stock is
not fit for the future. Current leadership
styles, the investors believe, often hamstring
organizations. If they want to push through
innovation, digitization, and transformation,
then those norms will need to change.

Based on future trends and our assessment
data, we proposed a new model of futureready leadership. We called out the key skills
required to succeed in a disruptive world,
the abilities to anticipate, drive, accelerate,
partner and trust (ADAPT). We called it
“Self-Disruptive Leadership.”
We all recognized that this was critical
for the future, but we thought we had
time. Nine months later, the future
invaded our lives.
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Accelerating
through the turn
The COVID-19 pandemic has been the
most challenging crisis most leaders today
have faced in their lifetimes. The lack of
precedents, patterns, or best practices has
thrown us into uncharted waters, where we
are forced to make consequential decisions and fast - with little experience or standards
to fall back on.

“The rules have changed,
and the things that
made leading companies
successful are often anchors.”
- Aaron Levie, CEO, Box

We are being tested mentally, emotionally,
socially, and physically. It is, in many ways,
a leadership assessment on a global scale.
Through the trials and challenges, we are
gaining unique insight into how leaders
respond to a crisis, and how they act in
comparison to each other. We are learning
more about which key leadership qualities
drive transformation in the face of great
uncertainty. And with leaders now on a level
playing field, we are seeing new stars rise—
and old giants beginning to fall.
How leaders grasp and learn from this
pandemic—and their ability to do so in short
order—is key to an organization’s ability to
accelerate through the turn. We need to look
ahead and understand the shifting conditions
for individual, team, and organizational
success. Then, we need to assess whether
the right roles, capabilities, and successors
are in place, both for today and in the future.
After all, even when this crisis ends, the
reverberation will be felt for months, if not
years. But a lot of what is to come remains
completely unknown. This means businesses
will have to surround themselves with the
leaders and top teams they need to not only
survive, but also thrive in an uncertain world.
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What have we learned about leadership?

The future leader profile
More than two-thirds of global investors say leadership will become more
important to company performance within the next three years. But for leaders
to succeed in the future, and continually self-disrupt, they will need to ADAPT:

A
D
A

Anticipate
Make quick judgments and create
opportunities; provide clear direction.

Drive
Energize people and give purpose; keep people
hopeful, optimistic, and intrinsically motivated.

Accelerate
Implement ideas and empower innovation;
use agile processes and quick prototyping.

P

Partner

T

Trust

Connect across functional and organizational
boundaries; enable exchange of ideas and
enable high performance.

Integrate diverse perspective and values;
center on individuals.
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As painful as they are, times of crisis
are often a great genesis of creation.
Anticipate
For two years, PayPal had been working to update its Business
Continuity Plan to include a complete work-from-home scenario. When
COVID-19 became imminent, the plan launched globally in six days.

Drive
A global hotel chain is using this unprecedented crisis to
double down on purpose. The company is supporting first responders
and homeless people by providing housing. These efforts not only
energize its people to conquer barriers associated with the crisis, but
also create a positive halo for the brand. When the pandemic ends, the
organization will be well-positioned for positive customer engagement.

Accelerate
The healthcare industry has been undergoing digitization
for quite some time, but the crisis has accelerated this reality.
The rapid spread of the virus has forced healthcare providers to
withstand the increase of inbound patient calls, but also to make
care as accessible to as many patients as possible. Through
telemedicine, decisions that would typically take months
are now being made in a matter of hours.

Partner
Recognizing the importance of their ecosystems and
the pandemic’s impact, Apple and Google—two tech
giants with competing interests—have collaborated to develop
a decentralized COVID-19 contact-tracing tool to help
governments and health agencies flatten the curve.

Trust
CEOs leading the essential workforce in the logistics
and supply chain sector are reaching beyond their title and
leveling themselves more than ever before. They are showing
up every day, vulnerable, relatable, and empathetic. In fact,
one leader in the waste sector is going to work every day
with his dog, creating an open place for support—something
essential to engaging and re-energizing employees and
unlocking the resilience needed to endure the crisis.
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Leaders at these companies, and many
others, have mobilized their top teams and
made swift, early, and unprecedented moves
to respond to the exigencies of COVID-19.
But, leaders cannot rely on the next crisis to
disrupt the market or their own operations in
order to achieve competitive advantage.
After all, leadership will make or break future
businesses, whether or not there is a
pandemic at their doorstep: nearly 80% of
global investors surveyed by Korn Ferry say
the CEO is critically important to corporate
investment appeal.
The best companies, then, will understand
the leader profile they will need most in order
to shift their focus to the medium—and even
longer-term. And they will know how to
identify, enable, and put these leaders in
the right positions to create the future.

These leaders share a
common set of characteristics
- characteristics that
Korn Ferry research has
shown are correlated with
success in disruptive,
ambiguous environments.
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The
Self-Disruptive
Leader
Over time, leaders develop patterns and
habits in the way they approach things.
And often, those patterns and habits have
worked well in the past.

“Most companies become 		
irrelevant not by doing the
wrong things, but by doing
the right things for too long”
- John Chambers

But the problem with habits is that we get so
used to them. We forget—or even ignore—
what a situation may call for, relying only
on our old way of doing things. So, those
patterns and habits that have made us
successful then become anchors, weighing
us down in unchartered waters.
In many ways, the COVID-19 pandemic has
disrupted every single one of our patterns
and habits. Leaders, after all, are facing an
unfolding situation that is shifting by the
minute. Our well-worn approaches no
longer apply.
Leaders, though, must not wait for a crisis
to look inward. Rather, the best leaders will
question their own assumptions about how
business works and what is possible, even in
times of stability. Otherwise, your future will
just be an extension of your past.
As organizations accelerate through the turn,
they will need leaders who ADAPT—who, as a
matter of practice, challenge themselves and
the organization to think and act differently.
They will need leaders who are inclusive and
have an open, curious, and evolving mindset
that supports new ways of operating in order
to find—and even shape—the future. And
they will need leaders who will encourage
and foster that mindset in others.
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This is what we call Self-Disruptive Leadership. The
competencies and traits of Self-Disruptive Leaders are
many, but in particular they are defined by the following:
A high tolerance for ambiguity.
The best leaders will be able to adapt
their leadership easily to new business
situations. During the COVID-19 crisis,
we have seen some leaders who seem
naturally to “know what to do even when
they don’t know what to do.” These SelfDisruptive Leaders, in other words, are
comfortable with being uncomfortable,
and even though they may not have the
answers, they will not hesitate to act.

A readiness to take on big
challenges with new thinking.
Leaders who ADAPT are untethered by
tradition, regulation, or convention. SelfDisruptive Leaders can be disruptive to the
status quo—and organizations will need their
best thinking in an uncertain environment
where the old rules have changed.

We know from our research that countries,
companies, and individuals who score higher
The ability to create a trusting,
in the ADAPT qualities find themselves
inclusive, and inspiring climate.
being more highly innovative, seeing better
Self-Disruptive Leaders bring out the best
financial
outcomes, and performing better
in people and what teams can accomplish
than those who score lower. In fact, we have
together. In fact, during the COVID-19
found
that many of Korn Ferry’s ADAPT
pandemic, we have seen leadership
leadership qualities are highly correlated
teams come together in a way never
with
companies ranking highest on Drucker
done before, because the crisis has given
Institute’s Management Top 250 of longthem a common sense of purpose. And
term
organizational effectiveness, an annual
despite the overwhelming pressures of
corporate ranking produced in partnership
the COVID-19 pandemic, we have seen
with
the Wall Street Journal. The Drucker
these people leading from the front with
model favors companies that are able
positivity, hope, inclusion, and optimism.
to transform, innovate, and lead
their respective markets. As a
result, organizations in this index
outperform the S&P 500 during
both good times and bad.

As a whole, the leaders at highly ranked companies are often comfortable with ambiguity
and can respond with agility. These qualities not only make these Self-Disruptive Leaders
effective in their role, but earn the trust of employees and shareholders, especially
in tumultuous times. And we know from our organizational transformation research that
trust in leaders accounts for 50% of the difference in financial performance over a 5-year
period among the most highly transformational companies compared to less highly
transformation companies.
The alarming news, according to Korn Ferry’s database: Only 15% of business
leaders globally are considered self-disruptive - leaving 85% who urgently
need to develop future-ready skills.
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Future-proofing
your talent practices
It is clear, from both our research and today’s challenges, that how we
develop leaders has not kept pace with the need for transformation.
What longer-term actions can organizations take to ensure they are
developing Self-Disruptive Leaders for the future?

Update your leadership model.
Business priorities should drive the leaders you need. So, as these
change so should your definition of great leadership. Update or create
future focused, strategic success profiles, starting again with your
critical roles. What are the new skills and experiences needed? What
sort of drive inspires success? What are the key challenges to conquer?
Use the ADAPT model to push your thinking. Ensure competencies
related to Self-Disruptive Leadership are added to current models.
Or place a greater emphasis on these competencies if they are already
included in your model. This act will force you to align on what your
transformation means for your talent. This then becomes the target
against which to assess your leaders.

Assess talent against this leadership model.
With this crisis, you have the opportunity to see your people in
a new light and gather new data. Partly because the yardstick –
what you need them to do – has changed. Partly because this
crisis has challenged leaders in extraordinary ways. Some have
jumped in to figure out new solutions to new challenges. Others
are falling back on old playbooks, which may or may not work.
People you thought of as high potentials may be disappointing.
Or your consistent stars may not so consistent. You may have
spotted hidden gems, true stars and even heros. Gather this
new data now. And remember that people with the potential
to become self-disruptive leaders are often not the “usual
suspects”, so conduct talent reviews by people, by roles and
by capabilities to be sure that you are capturing a complete
inventory of all your talent.
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Put your Self-Disruptive Leaders
on your biggest priorities.

Close key talent gaps through
unconventional means.

This idea of focusing on few big priority projects
and resourcing them with the best disruptive
talent you have and using these projects to build
leadership capability is common sense but not
common practice. One of the challenges to
making this happen is that these individuals are
by definition different and disruptive. To think
outside of the box you may need people who
don’t traditionally fit in it. Self-disruptive Leaders
can be “spiky” in their profiles. They bring a
compensatory model where the good outweighs
the bad, rather than being “well rounded.”
Putting them on your biggest priorities will feel
like a risk. But the best companies will accept
and appreciate such “spikiness” and place
Self-Disruptive Leaders in roles that provide the
greatest return on their skills, and surround them
with teams that will mitigate possible risks in
order to retain them and see them thrive.

This can include borrowing talent from within and
outside of the organization. Find unlikely partners
in adjacent industries that bring a new skillset
(think 3M, GE, and Ford collaborating to create
needed medical supplies at the start of the crisis).
Augment talent through consulting firms or
academic institutions, or through co-opetition to
solve industry problems (think CVS Health and
Walgreens partnering to provide more access to
Covid-19 tests).

Reengineer your leadership
development programs.
The COVID-19 crisis has changed the very nature
of work in just a few short weeks, and leaders are
now finding themselves in the biggest agility
experiment of their lives. Update your leadership
development programs to reflect this new reality.
Invest in building new capabilities like strategic
thinking and scenario planning; decision-making in
complexity; communicating with vision and clarity;
and rebuilding trust. Shift program design to a
virtual approach, using webinars, elearning, and
virtual classroom experience to accelerate key
talent pools through the mid-term. The conversion
to virtual effectiveness is well underway in many
companies now, and good examples already exist.

Include ADAPT in hiring practices.
In our role as executive search consultants, we
are often asked to find disruptors outside of an
industry. When it comes to looking at a long list
of wants, there can be a tendency to be more risk
averse and revert to people who have worked in
that industry before. To thrive in the new future of
business, ensure that role profiles reflect the need
for all managers to lead with greater agility, to
collaborate across boundaries, and to show up
with positivity and optimism. Be prepared to
pay more for this unique talent.

Reward Self-Disruptive Leadership.
If reward systems punish failure and reward only
short-term performance, you will quickly smother
the kind of experimentation that is necessary to
frame the boundaries of a new normal.
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Managing
paradox
During times of crisis, leaders need to exist
increasingly within paradox, or dynamic
tensions that have no clear solution. They
need to provide a sense of stability while
also making necessary changes. They must
lead with empathy while making tough
decisions that could affect others. And
they must create a sense of unity while
enabling social distance and remote work.
Managers pride themselves on being great
problem-solvers. But these dilemmas are
not amenable to “either/or” thinking.
Self-Disruptive Leaders are able to
distinguish a problem from a paradox—
a clear solution from a choice between
two “goods” that can only be balanced.

Actions to
manage paradox
• Understand the dilemma.
Analyze whether it’s a problem “we can solve”
or an ongoing paradox “we must manage well.”
• If it’s a paradox, don’t treat it like a problem.
If you pick one pole of the paradox as “the
answer,” sooner or later, you will have to deal
with the other.
• Avoid wide, painful swings between poles.
Use the concept of balance to chart a course
that avoids over-indexing on one side of an
issue or the other.
• Don’t manage paradox in isolation.
You can’t reconcile differences if you’re stuck
in your own head—or the heads of people who
think just the same way you do. Effective
dialogue enrolls people in the difficult and
challenging work of uncovering differences,
and then finding a common ground.
• Look beyond the current options.
Use paradox as a catalyst for innovation
requires stretching beyond two (or more)
apparent alternatives and creating a new,
even better option.
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Hit the gas
This crisis will pass, but disruptive
environments will abound, and organizations
will need to develop more Self-Disruptive
Leaders who can adapt quickly and steadily
to new, unfamiliar—and in many ways,
unforgiving—circumstances.
You’ve already seen some significant actions
to take around your leadership and talent
practices. But if you want to get started today,
here are some ways to help you accelerate
through the turn.

Assess the readiness
of your own team.
Now is the best time to consider how your
leaders are showing up. How quickly and
willingly have they unified around a shared
purpose? How easily have they been able
to pivot: to change direction without losing
momentum? As you accelerate through the
turn, how capable will they be of energizing
a change-fatigued organization with positivity,
hope, and optimism? Using formal and
informal means to gauge your key takeaway
strengths, weaknesses, risks, and opportunities
based on your business priorities.

Define new pivotal
leadership roles for
your top priorities.
Assign your best leaders to these critical
priorities and roles. The CEO of a US-based
retailer had been in the role for less than a
month before the COVID-19 pandemic hit and
had to quickly rethink how he could utilize his
workforce differently. He got creative by
tasking his employees to form groups to
brainstorm, think outside the box, and come
up with solutions for now, tomorrow, and the
future. As a result, the employees found a way
to continue to engage with leadership in an
open platform to exercise innovative and
strategic thinking. Think about these
campaigns as opportunities to get your
most agile leaders onto those projects
where you most need unconventional
thinking—while doubling as an opportunity
to build leadership capability.

Conduct an emergency
succession review.
The business depends even more on executive
and board members during a time of crisis.
But because their jobs are now 24/7, there
is a real risk of burnout and turnover. Having
emergency succession plans in place can help
mitigate the risk of unexpectedly losing a
senior leader or board member.
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The “Gold Standard”
in emergency succession planning
Have at least one individual identified who 		
the board is confident can step in and run
the company in both short-term and
longer-term emergencies.
Have a realistic emergency succession plan
identified for all executive roles which are
pivotal and critical to driving the enterprise
internally or externally.

Update existing succession plans in the light
of the COVID-19 emergency and current 		
state of business.
Put a process in place to test existing plans
against leadership requirements and 		
business “what if” scenarios, and create 		
solutions against the highest risks.

In each key business and function
in the organization identify critical
roles and people.

Establish an Emergency Leadership Action 		
Team that can be activated as needed and a
developed Leadership Transition Policy to 		
guide decisions.

For all critical roles, leverage insight
from ongoing succession processes which
define leadership requirements and a bench
of potential “understudies.”

Define communication process and 			
protocols that provide a step-by-step guide
of what company needs to do in the event 		
of an unexpected transition.

Shore up and support
your critical leadership.
This is a decathlon, not a sprint. A major
US retailer, conducting an emergency
succession review, recognized that some
less tenured leaders had not yet been tested
in a crisis before now. It instituted a buddy
system to ensure that these leaders were
partnered with more experienced ones to
serve as thought partners and to guide
their development.

Provide virtual just-in-time
development for leaders
in critical posts.
Leadership development doesn’t need to stop
right now because of virtual working. A global
financial services firm, for example, rapidly rolled
out a series of short, sharp webinar trainings on
crucial and relevant topics, such as coaching,
leading in a virtual environment, helping others
through change, and personal agility. Consider
using more virtual simulation assessments, online
leadership events, and e-retreats for top teams
to develop your leaders. Even in a virtual
setting there is a place for collective work,
conversations, sharing, and peer feedback.
The virtual session is a catalyst for new thinking
in that can use different techniques to turn
new ideas into new behaviors and routines.
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Steering in
a new direction
In the end, the pandemic has given agile leadership the ultimate
test. But while they have learned painful lessons, the brightest
and best are using their self-disruptive skills to pivot themselves
and help their organizations adapt. They are leading with
purpose, anticipating changing realities, partnering with
competitors, mobilizing top teams, and building trust with
stakeholders. They are shifting mindsets now so that when the
next crisis hits, they are able to weather the unexpected.

More important, they are not just
ready to meet the future—they’re
prepared to shape it.
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